Proposed shunt rounding technique for large-scale security constrained loss minimization


Abstract—Optimal reactive power flow applications often model large numbers of discrete shunt devices as continuous variables, which are rounded to their nearest discrete value at the final iteration. This can degrade optimality. This paper presents novel methods based on probabilistic and adaptive threshold approaches that can extend existing security constrained optimal reactive power flow methods to effectively solve large-scale network problems involving discrete shunt devices. Loss reduction solutions from the proposed techniques were compared to solutions from the mixed integer non-linear mathematical programming algorithm (MINLP) using modified IEEE standard networks up to 118 buses. The proposed techniques were also applied to practical large-scale network models of Great Britain. The results show that the proposed techniques can achieve improved loss minimization solutions when compared to the standard rounding method.
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I. INTRODUCTION

National Grid is the system operator (SO) for the high voltage electricity transmission system in Great Britain (GB). The authors have demonstrated [1] that a theoretical 2.3% reduction in operational transmission losses was possible on the GB transmission system. These studies utilised a transmission loss reduction objective and were based on a security constrained optimal reactive power flow (SCORPF) which stipulated available operational voltage controls. The authors noted that large numbers of discrete shunt devices were being treated as continuous variables in the main optimization and were rounded to their nearest discrete step at the final iteration. This rounding method was found to degrade optimality and potentially create infeasibilities. The practical GB transmission network includes around 270 shunt capacitors and reactors, which provide an important source of reactive power that does not need to be procured from the market as the equipment is owned and operated by National Grid. It is therefore important that shunt capacitor and reactor controls are included in the optimization problem. This paper proposes and compares several novel methods that can easily be incorporated into existing SCORPF programs to solve the discrete switching problem more effectively. First, a probabilistic method is described which fixes a subset of shunts to their nearest discrete value on each iteration with a probability determined by a shunts proximity to a discrete value. Second, an adaptive threshold method is described which sets shunts to their nearest discrete value if they are within a threshold. The proposed techniques are evaluated and compared using a range of standard test networks, including the Ward Hale six bus test systems in figure 1, and full large-scale models of the GB transmissions system with security constraints. Recent literature [2, 6, 7, 8] argues that the discrete shunt switching problem essentially remains unsolved in a reasonable time on a complex large-scale power system. This paper directly addresses this problem by describing novel alternative techniques, which can be readily implemented as an extension to existing ORPF programs, for solving the discrete shunt switching problem. The proposed technique is also shown to be securable against a number of contingencies.

![Fig. 1 Ward Hale six bus network test case.](image)

II. TECHNICAL BACKGROUND

Most commercially available SCORPF programs still use methods based on rounding. Recent studies [2, 3] which were based on sections of the European grid used rounding methods and one of these studies focused on the Spanish transmission network. This study utilized rounding when the...
Discrete step size was small, but needed to use an expert system heuristic to decide the appropriate position of large shunt capacitor/reactor devices.

An issue highlighted by previous studies is the problem of scalability of existing techniques to solve the large-scale shunt despatch problem [14, 4, 15]. The reason for this is likely to be due to the non-deterministic polynomial (NP) complete nature of the discrete capacitor despatch problem. A problem that is NP-complete is an adequate reason not to devote time and effort trying to solve it according to many experts [4]. Instead it is recommended that a near optimum solution to the problem is found. Many of the practical solutions in the literature only attempt to locate a near optimum solution. Non-deterministic search techniques include simulated annealing [17] and genetic algorithms [18]. The success of these algorithms is often highly dependant on tuning particular algorithmic parameters.

Deterministic search techniques include modern mixed integer solvers such as MINLP, which often use branch-bound techniques to solve the generalized mixed integer problem. Jabr [4] suggested a technique that uses a modified version of the branch-bound technique to solve this mixed integer problem. The modification consisted of a heuristic that essentially limits the search space that the branch-bound algorithm needed to explore, which reduced the execution time of the mixed integer linear program solver. This technique was demonstrated to work in a reasonable time with only 25 integer variables, which is not scalable enough to solve problems on the practical large-scale GB transmission system.

To solve the mixed integer problem involving large numbers of shunt capacitors/reactors Liu et al. [5] proposed utilizing a penalty function associated with each discrete control. These penalty functions could be defined in such a way as to penalise continuous values so that the optimization would favour discrete solutions. Liu proposed taking a tangent to the quadratic at the current operating point. The linear tangent function needed to be updated periodically to preserve the quadratic nature of the penalty function. The main issues with this approach were in determining the magnitude of the penalty function, timing its introduction, determining criteria for updating, incorporating limit enforcement logic and determining the best technique for finally fixing to a discrete step. One further issue could be that the optimization may get trapped by the penalty function in a local minimum and would not therefore explore another potentially more optimal area of the solution space. A robust scalable solution is still sought after to solve the practical shunt despatch problem.

In stage 1 the generalised continuous SCORPF objective function is:

\[ f(u^0, x^0) \]  

where \( u \) is a set of the control variables and \( x \) is a set of dependent variables. The subscript 0 indicates that the variable refers to the pre-contingency power system.

Specifically, this objective includes the total system losses given by:

\[ \text{Losses}_{AC}^\text{Tot} = \sum_{i=1}^{N_i} -g \left( V_i^2 + V_j^2 + 2V_iV_j \cos \theta_{ij} \right) \]  

where \( l \) is a branch with conductance \( g \) connecting the \( i \)th node to the \( j \)th node, and \( N_i \) is the total number of branches on the network. \( V \) and \( \theta \) are node voltage magnitude and angle, respectively.

Initially, the SCORPF is bound by equality and inequality constraint limits. The equality constraint limits are given by the pre and post contingency power flow equations, where \( k \) refers to the \( k \)th contingency case. In general these equality constraints are given by:
\[ g^k(u^k, x^k) = 0 \quad \text{for } k = 0, 1 \ldots n \] (3)

For the intact network case these power flow equations are given by the following equations (19):

\[
\begin{align*}
P_q &= V_i^2 g_{ij} - V_j V_i (g_{ij} \cos(\theta_i - \theta_j) + b_{ij} \sin(\theta_i - \theta_j)) \\
Q_q &= -V_i^2 (b_{ij} + b^p_{ij}) - V_j V_i (g_{ij} \sin(\theta_i - \theta_j) - b_{ij} \cos(\theta_i - \theta_j))
\end{align*}
\] (4)

\( P_q \) and \( Q_q \) are the real and reactive branch power flows respectively between the \( i \)th and \( j \)th node. \( g, b \) and \( \theta \) are the conductance, susceptance and angle respectively between the \( i \)th and \( j \)th node. \( b^p_{ij} \) is the branch's shunt susceptance.

The optimization is also constrained by inequality constraints. For optimisable controls these constraints are given by:

\[ u^k_{\text{MIN}} \leq u^k \leq u^k_{\text{MAX}} \] (5)

For dependant variables, such as voltage, these constraints are given by:

\[ x^k_{\text{MIN}} \leq x^k \leq x^k_{\text{MAX}} \] (6)

B. Probabilistic Technique

The probabilistic technique examines the continuous solution of each optimisable shunt control at every iteration of figure 2, fixing a subset of the shunts to the nearest discrete value. The probability of fixing is determined by how far the continuous solution is from the nearest discrete value on a normal distribution, as illustrated in Figure 3. Essentially if the continuous value of the capacitor is close to a discrete value there is a high chance of fixing and if a shunt is in the middle of the range of discrete values there is a low chance of fixing.

The adaptive threshold distribution shown in Figure 3 can be used to calculate the probability that a shunt is fixed in and is based on the normal distribution which is given by:

\[
\text{Scaled normal distribution} = \frac{s}{\sigma \sqrt{2\pi}} e^{-\left(\frac{(x-M)^2}{2(\sigma)}\right)}
\] (7)

\( \mu \) and \( \sigma \) are the mean and standard deviation of the distribution, \( x \) is the continuous value of the shunt as a percentage of it's switched in value. \( s \) is a scaling value.

The parameters \( s=0.38 \), \( \mu=1 \) and \( \sigma=0.15 \) were found to give the required curve shape illustrated in Figure 3.

The following pseudo code describes the probabilistic method, which is executed iteratively as shown by figure 2. \( S_{\text{pn}} \) represents the continuous solution of the \( i \)th shunt during the iteration. \( S_{\text{mn}} \) represents the discrete value of the \( i \)th shunt. \( S_{\text{pn}}=1 \) means the \( i \)th shunt is an optimisable control and \( S_{\text{pn}}=0 \) means the \( i \)th shunt is frozen out and no longer optimisable.

FOR \( i=1 \) to the total controllable shunts
IF absolute\( (S_{\text{pn}}/S_{\text{mn}}) > 0.5 \)
AND \( S_{\text{pn}}=1 \)
AND \( \text{FIXSHUNT}(S_{\text{pn}}/S_{\text{mn}})=\text{TRUE} \)
THEN \( S_{\text{pn}}=1 ; S_{\text{mn}}=0 ; \text{CNT}=\text{CNT}+1 \)
ELSEIF absolute\( (S_{\text{pn}}/S_{\text{mn}}) < 0.5 \)
AND \( S_{\text{pn}}=1 \)
AND \( \text{FIXSHUNT}(S_{\text{pn}}/S_{\text{mn}})=\text{TRUE} \)
THEN \( S_{\text{pn}}=0 ; S_{\text{mn}}=0 ; \text{CNT}=\text{CNT}+1 \)
ENDIF
ENDFOR

FUNCTION \( \text{FIXSHUNTS} \) \((y)\)
\( R=\)Random number between 0 and 1
IF absolute\( (y) > 0.5 \)
AND \( R < \exp(-20(y-1)^2) * \text{ScaleFact} \)
THEN Return TRUE
ELSEIF absolute\( (y) < 0.5 \)
AND \( R < \exp(-20(y)^2) * \text{ScaleFact} \)
THEN Return TRUE
ELSE Return FALSE

\] where \( \text{CNT} \) is a counter that returns the number of shunts fixed during an iteration of the heuristic. \( \text{ScaleFact} \) is a scaling factor that multiplies the probability of shunt fixing. A high value of \( \text{ScaleFact} \) will cause the heuristic to have a small number of iterations compared to a low value that will provide a better solution with more iterations.

The probabilistic method has just two adjustable parameters – probability factor and maximum number of iterations. The probability factor scales the probability of fixing, so a low value means that the technique will take longer to fix all the shunts.

C. Adaptive Threshold Technique

The adaptive threshold technique also examines the continuous solution of each optimisable discrete control at every iteration as shown in Figure 2, fixing a subset of the shunts to their nearest discrete value. A shunt is fixed if the continuous solution is within a threshold distance of a
discrete value. The first iteration of the adaptive threshold method fixes only those shunts that are within a 10% threshold from their discrete value, the second iteration applies a threshold of 20%, the third iteration applies a threshold of 30% and then the ten remaining iterations apply threshold of 40%.

FOR \( i = 1 \) to the total number of controllable shunts

\[ 1F \text{ absolute}(S_{ci}/S_{mi}) > 0.5 \]
\[ \text{AND} \quad S_{pi} = 1 \]
\[ \text{AND} \quad (S_{ci}/S_{mi}) > (1\text{-threshold}) \]
\[ \text{THEN} \quad S_{ci}=S_{mi}; \quad S_{pi}=0; \quad CNT=CNT+1 \]

\[ \text{ELSEIF} \quad \text{absolute}(S_{ci}/S_{mi}) < 0.5 \]
\[ \text{AND} \quad S_{pi} = 1 \]
\[ \text{AND} \quad (S_{ci}/S_{mi}) < \text{threshold} \]
\[ \text{THEN} \quad S_{ci}=0; \quad S_{pi}=0; \quad CNT=CNT+1 \]

ENDFOR

IV. MEASURING THE PERFORMANCE OF THE PROPOSED METHODS

A. Network Models

Widely recognised standard network test cases ranging in size from 6 to 118 buses were modified to evaluate the performance of the proposed SCORPF extension. The 6 bus network was the Ward Hale 6 bus test case [9], while the other networks were all standard IEEE test cases [10]. Additional switchable capacitors and reactors were modelled at PQ buses with sizes determined by twice the requirement for reactive support at the corresponding bus, thus making the optimization more challenging. Both the 57 bus and 118 bus security constrained network test cases were modelled with 6 and 16 contingencies respectively - each contingency contained the outage of a single transmission line. The transmission lines were chosen in the order of those with the largest pre-fault flow. Table I lists the shunts added to each standard network test case. Table II lists parameters describing every network that was tested. It is useful to gauge the change in the losses objective when switching the smallest capacitor caused a 0.94% reduction and switching the largest capacitor caused a 1.4% increase. Transformer taps were not flagged as optimisable and were treated as continuous controls. This approach is acceptable in practice since the discrete steps of transformers are much smaller than the block size of the switchable shunts [16].

In addition four practical large scale transmission network models were used to evaluate the performance of the proposed SCORPF extensions. Each GB transmission network model was a manually secured day-ahead system representation with topology, demand, generation and controls all representative of what was likely to occur on the real system. The shunts were initialized to a flat start for the purposes of testing the proposed techniques. Typically each of these network models consisted of around 3500 nodes, 3000 lines, 2500 transformers, 80 continuous generator voltage target controls, 20 static VAr compensator (SVC) voltage set-points and 270 discrete shunt controls.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of System</th>
<th>List of shunt MVAR sizes added to the standard network models</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Word and Hale 6 Bus</td>
<td>0.45(5), 0.25(9), 0.15(10), 0.09(5), 0.025(5), 0.0125(5), 0.00625(5), 0.003125(6), 0.016666(5), 0.0078125(6)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE 14</td>
<td>40(4), 14.4(10), 4.85(11), 4(12), 13(13), 10.7(14)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE 30</td>
<td>15(3), 13.7(3), 36(12), 3.5(14), 5.5(15), 5(16), 6.4(17), 1.8(18)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE 57</td>
<td>59(4), 120(10), -72(11), -50(13), -110(14), 25(16), 34(17)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE 118</td>
<td>87(5), 45(15), 743(15), 30(9), 58(11), 35(13), -225(17), 22(20), 17(21), 15(22), 20(23), 17(28), 300(30), 20(33), 28(35), 187(38), 21(39), 21(41), -13(44), -13(48), 24(51), 11(52), 21(53), 45(54), 400(63), 300(64), 26(67), 300(68), 42(71), 86(75), 115(76), 26(79), 160(81), 15(83), 36(84), 34(86), 69(88), 32(90), 38(94), 64(95), 15(97), 9(98), 29(101), 36(102), 53(106), 33(114), 14(115), 15(117), 105(118)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name of System</th>
<th>Number of Buses / Branches</th>
<th>Number of Generators</th>
<th>Number of Discrete Controls / Continuous Controls</th>
<th>Number of modelled Contingencies</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ward-Hale 6</td>
<td>6/8</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>14 / 0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE 14</td>
<td>14/20</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>6 / 0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE 30</td>
<td>30/41</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>18 / 0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE 57</td>
<td>57/80</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>25 / 0</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE 118</td>
<td>118/186</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>50 / 0</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB 1</td>
<td>3485/5213</td>
<td>223</td>
<td>263 / 73</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB 2</td>
<td>3585/5397</td>
<td>303</td>
<td>300 / 94</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB 3</td>
<td>3450/5186</td>
<td>234</td>
<td>262 / 80</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB 4</td>
<td>3551/5393</td>
<td>253</td>
<td>269/81</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Baseline

The network models described in table I and table II were used to evaluate the performance of the proposed techniques. The solutions from the proposed techniques were compared against the initial starting point power flow solution, optimization with shunt rounding and against a non-feasible optimization solution in which all controls were assumed to be continuously variable. The solutions from the proposed techniques were also compared against the solution from the mixed integer non-linear programming algorithm MINLP developed by Fletcher and Leyffer [11]. This mathematical programming method implements a branch-and-bound technique that searches a tree with nodes corresponding to continuous non-linearly constrained optimization problems. The MINLP algorithmic method utilizes branch and bound, interlacing the continuous and integer optimization problems so that the non-linear part of the problem is solved while searching the branching tree.
order to achieve this the MINLP algorithmic method implements early branching and does not therefore solve the non-linear problem to optimality at each branch point, which has the possible drawback that the overall optimal solution may not be found.

All standard network test cases up to 118 buses were converted into AMPL code, which is a modelling language for linear and non-linear optimization problems, this code can be interpreted by the MINLP solver. Network constraints and controls were implemented to identically represent the constraint and controls solved by the SCORPF extension techniques.

The practical large scale GB power network test cases could not be encoded in AMPL, so MINLP results could not be derived. The proposed SCORPF extensions were therefore compared to the 2 staged SCORPF – continuous SCORPF is first solved for all variables, which then rounds all discrete controls to their nearest value; this was then followed by another round of optimization utilizing only continuous control variables to remove any violations. These results are labelled ‘Rounding’ in table III.

C. Executing the SCORPF extension techniques

The proposed SCORPF extensions were written in MATLAB version 7.0 on a P4 3GHz with 512MB memory. On a full scale constrained GB transmission network model the SCORPF extension techniques typically took 9 minutes to solve find a solution.

To meaningfully compare the results with the baselines we repeatedly executed the probabilistic technique one hundred times with different random number generator seed states. This allowed the mean value of transmission losses and standard deviation of the solutions to be determined. A maximum of 20 iterations were specified for all the extension techniques. ScaleFact was kept constant at a value of 0.9 throughout the results presented in Table III.

V. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS

Figure 4 shows the losses objective function contour surface of the Ward Hale 6 bus network. The objective function was mapped over a range of susceptance values for shunts attached to bus 5 and bus 6. The solutions from the standard rounding technique and the adaptive threshold technique were identical as all shunts were switched out. The figure indicates that MINLP has correctly located the minima at (0.24, 0.18). The probability factor of the probabilistic technique was varied with the values 0.1, 0.5 and 0.9 - the solutions are marked on the figure as P0.1, P0.5 and P0.9 respectively. The P0.9 and P0.5 probabilistic solutions lie on the flat area close to the optimal MINLP solution.

Table III shows the optimization results of the standard network test cases and four practical large-scale power networks. The first five sets of results are intact network optimizations on standard test networks. The next two sets of results are for the IEEE 57 and IEEE 118 bus networks with contingencies constraining the optimization. The following three sets of results are practical large-scale intact GB network optimisations. The final set of results is a contingency constrained optimization on a GB network. In the large-scale GB network optimizations the full mixed integer optimization problem was tackled, which meant continuous generator voltage target, continuous SVC voltage set-point, discrete shunt capacitor and discrete reactor controls were flagged as optimisable.

Table III allows us to compare the losses solution from the initial power flow, non-feasible SCORPF assuming all controls are continuously varying, the 2 staged SCORPF rounding method, the MINLP solution, the adaptive threshold technique and the probabilistic technique. The last three columns present the percentage improvement scores of the SCORPF extension techniques and MINLP relative to the continuous case. A score of 100% indicates that the discretization algorithm has performed as well as the non-feasible continuous solution and 0% indicates the solution is no better than the rounding method.

The last three columns of Table III can be determined by using the relationship as given below in equation (8) and converting the resulting value to a percentage.
C = contingencies, # = MINLP result not calculated, ##=MINLP timed out, *=see text for calculation explanation.

Where solution is the magnitude of power losses from the adaptive threshold, probabilistic or MINLP technique. continuous_solution is the magnitude of power losses in the non-feasible SCORPF continuous solution and rounded_solution is the magnitude of power losses in the 2 staged SCORPF rounding method. For example consider the reduction in the objective function for the Probabilistic case relative to the Continuous case as presented in Table III for the WardHale 6 bus test network.

This can be determined as a fraction or percentage as follows:

$$\frac{845.05 - 839.69}{845.05} = 0.064$$

The above percentage value is presented in the penultimate column of Table III for the WardHale 6 bus test network.

On the standard network test cases the rounding method did not manage to achieve a reduction in real power losses because the continuous solution of the shunt devices was just below 50% and therefore rounding switched out these devices. In general the adaptive threshold technique did not manage to reduce real power losses on the standard network test cases because the solution value of the shunt devices was always outside of a threshold band. However, the probabilistic technique managed to reduce the real power losses by an average of 3.6%. Since the probabilistic technique is based on random numbers it essential to run multiple executions to assess its performance. Table IV presents a statistical analysis – notice that the standard deviation is small and the worst case values are still better than the traditional 2 staged SCORPF rounding method.

**TABLE III**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ploss (MW)</th>
<th>Initial</th>
<th>Continuous</th>
<th>Rounding</th>
<th>Adaptive</th>
<th>Averaged Probabilistic</th>
<th>Adaptive</th>
<th>Probabilistic</th>
<th>MINLP</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>WardHale 6</td>
<td>10.210</td>
<td>8.674</td>
<td>10.213</td>
<td>8.747</td>
<td>10.213</td>
<td>8.912 +/-0.16</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>84.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE 30</td>
<td>17.542</td>
<td>17.213</td>
<td>17.542</td>
<td>17.303</td>
<td>17.542</td>
<td>17.316 +/-0.03</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>68.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE 57</td>
<td>28.620</td>
<td>25.720</td>
<td>28.620</td>
<td>27.924</td>
<td>28.620</td>
<td>27.386 +/-0.26</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>41.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE 118</td>
<td>132.483</td>
<td>128.380</td>
<td>132.480</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>132.140</td>
<td>131.296 +/-0.41</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>28.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE 57 + 6C</td>
<td>28.620</td>
<td>25.760</td>
<td>27.860</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>27.860</td>
<td>27.281 +/-0.29</td>
<td>0.0</td>
<td>27.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IEEE 118 + 16C</td>
<td>132.483</td>
<td>128.390</td>
<td>132.610</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>132.110</td>
<td>131.160 +/-0.45</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>34.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB1</td>
<td>881.90</td>
<td>830.21</td>
<td>839.69</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>834.93</td>
<td>830.0 +/-0.47</td>
<td>50.2</td>
<td>102.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB2</td>
<td>1414.20</td>
<td>1322.07</td>
<td>1368.39</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>1322.86</td>
<td>1323.38 +/-0.52</td>
<td>98.3</td>
<td>97.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB3</td>
<td>916.69</td>
<td>890.83</td>
<td>902.54</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>894.69</td>
<td>892.57 +/-0.47</td>
<td>67.0</td>
<td>85.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GB4 + 40C</td>
<td>1239.68</td>
<td>1136.31</td>
<td>1139.46</td>
<td>#</td>
<td>1139.50</td>
<td>1136.83 +/-2.54</td>
<td>-1.3</td>
<td>83.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C = contingencies, # = MINLP result not calculated, ##=MINLP timed out, *=see text for calculation explanation.

**TABLE IV**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ploss (MW)</th>
<th>6 bus</th>
<th>IEEE 57 bus</th>
<th>IEEE 118 bus</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Average</td>
<td>8.912</td>
<td>27.386</td>
<td>131.296</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard Deviation</td>
<td>0.163</td>
<td>0.261</td>
<td>0.410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Best</td>
<td>8.747</td>
<td>27.109</td>
<td>130.790</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Worst</td>
<td>9.862</td>
<td>28.409</td>
<td>132.270</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 5 indicates how the losses evolved with iteration number on the 6 bus, 57 bus and 118 bus networks. A similar evolution of the losses value can be seen on both networks. At each iteration of the SCORPF extension a number of shunts are fixed to their nearest discrete value, which typically causes a slight increase in losses. Analysis of the shunt switching pattern revealed that the large rise in losses near the end of the iterative process was due to shunts in the middle of their range being fixed. Figure 6 illustrates the effect on the averaged probabilistic solution, for the 57 bus and 118 bus networks, when the probability factor was varied. The error bars indicate the standard deviation in the solution value. It can be seen that the 6 bus network results varied smoothly with a minimum average losses and low standard deviation at a probability factor of 0.9. The results on the 118 bus network were less smooth, but still indicated that a probability factor of 0.9 was reasonable. For comparison the results from the 2 staged SCORPF rounding method are also included in figure 6 indicated by the horizontal lines.
MINLP was used to solve the standard network test case discrete optimization problems; MINLP does not scale well and cannot therefore efficiently calculate the solution to larger problems or problems involving a large number of contingencies. Where a MINLP result has been determined, the probabilistic technique achieved at least 98% of the losses reduction achieved by MINLP.

The probabilistic technique found a solution better than MINLP on the 57 bus network case. The proposed extension techniques were then tested on more difficult problems involving larger networks and networks involving a number of contingencies. The results show that the proposed techniques generally achieved a significant improvement in comparison to the 2 staged SCORPF.

The CPU time for MINLP to find a solution was recorded and compared to the enhanced SCORPF method time. The MINLP algorithm, which is based on branch and bound, is time exponential in the number of variables. This relationship is confirmed in Figure 7. The performance of the probabilistic technique was worse than MINLP on the Ward Hale 6 and IEEE 14 bus network test cases; however the performance on the IEEE 30 and 57 bus network test cases was significantly better than MINLP. The ratio of the time taken to solve the IEEE 57 bus network problem to the time taken to solve the Ward Hale network problem was 2.2 and 6.200 for the probabilistic technique and MINLP respectively.

Using the adaptive threshold technique on practical large-scale GB networks an average improvement score of 54% was achieved, the probabilistic technique achieved an average improvement score of 92%. The improvement in the losses objective function was 1.15% and 1.40% for the adaptive threshold and probabilistic techniques, respectively. On the GB4 network with 40 contingencies the adaptive threshold technique was found to cause a slight increase in the losses, which could be due to a combination of the ineffectiveness of the adaptive threshold technique to find a good solution on this problem and the non-convex nature of the optimization problem.
VI. CONCLUSIONS

The SCORPF extension techniques presented in this paper address the practical problem of determining the optimal switching of large numbers of discrete devices. The proposed techniques have been demonstrated to work effectively with an existing SCORPF application, and should therefore be quite easy to integrate directly within these applications. Both of the proposed enhanced SCORPF techniques fixed a subset of the floating optimisable shunts to their nearest discrete at each iteration. The probabilistic technique fixed a shunt based on a probability determined by the closeness of its continuous solution to a discrete value and the adaptive threshold technique fixed a shunt if its continuous solution was inside a threshold.

The probabilistic technique consistently performed well on both the standard network test cases and the practical large-scale GB networks, the adaptive threshold technique produced an improvement on large-scale GB network cases. Results on standard network test cases up to 118 buses have shown that the probabilistic technique can achieve results that are sometimes better than MINLP, and a significant improvement on rounding the shunts to their nearest discrete value at the final iteration of the optimization. More research is required to fully quantify the practical benefit of the proposed techniques on a range of practical large-scale GB networks that include large numbers of contingencies. Investigation of the scope for enhancing the performance of the proposed techniques will be required. Further work could also include the development of a hybrid heuristic approach.
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